German patent

Taiwan patent

China patent

Excellent Heat Dissipation Effect

Features 3

The maximum permissible
torque can reach to 40 Nm

Features 4

GreaseproofǵWatertightǵ
Dust-resistance

Watertight
Greaseproof
Dust-resistance

The maximum permissible 40Nm
when 9A ɍ high intensity Gearhead is
attached.
Features 5

The AC Induction Motor conform to the
IEC standard IP54.They are ideal for
applications which need high
performance with safty.

Saving the spaces
Saving the space 37.5 mm

gear ratio
gear ratio
gear ratio

Decimal
Gearhead

The innovative design of Gearhead with high gear ratio which can save the space that middle
Gearhead attached.

Common technical
information

Symbol description

Product numer
code

ǺEurope safety certification
The machine selling to the Europe must accordance with Europe safety standards and
!!!!
mark on the CE.

ǺUSA and Canada safety certification

All the products import/export to the China for selling or producing.They must accordance
with CCC certificated and marked on CCC.
!!!!!

ǺRestriction of Hazardous Substances
RoHS,the European Union Directive 2002/95/EC,on the restriction of the use of certain

beginning July 2006.The restricted substance include;Lead(Pb),Mercury(Hg),hexavalent
ǳǳ
Chromium Cr(VI),Polybrominated biphenyls-PBB,Polybrominated diphenyl ether(PBDE)
and Cadmium(Cd).Electrical and electronics equipment must conform to the maximum
concentration value. (Request for the RoHS certification,please contact with the local seller)

ǳǳ activated and Motor stop run.After the temperature drop,the protect device off and Motor

Wiring diagram

return to run.Please turn off the power before inspection.

Electromagnetic
Brake Motor

When Motor because of some reason to caused the overheat.The protection device

Dimension

ǳǳ

Overheat protection ONǺ120ʚ!² 8ʚ
Overheat protection OFFǺ71.5ʚ ² 4ʚ

Reversible Motor

ǺBuilt-in Overheat protection device(Auto Return type)

Speed Control Motor

IP specifying the environmental protection the enclosure provides. Its classifies and rates the degree of
protection provided against the intrusion of solid objects (including body parts like hands and fingers), dust,
accidental contact,and water in mechanical casings and with electrical enclosures.
IP5X describes the level of protection from solid objects
IPX4 describes the level of protection from liquids,
distance of 300-500mm and the direction of the turn on the water speed of 10 liters / min for 10 minutes

Reversible Motor

hazardous substance apply to any equipment for use or import into an EU member state

Induction Motor

ǺChina compulsory certification system certificated

Lead wire .Terminal box Wiring diagram Lead wire .Terminal box Wiring diagram Speed controller Induction Motor

Regconized by
Rheinland and indicated the product meets American & Canadian
safety requirements.The product that can selling to the USA and CANADA .

Dimension

Torque Motor

Torque controller

Brake controller

